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ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics

        	Posted by chris macrae on October 3, 2021 at 6:42am
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                    we've transfered probeedings of cop26 mainly to our blog economistgreen.com - we note this presentarion for youth from cop26



day 4/9   Science Insider We only have three years left to avert the worst consequences of #climate change, a sobering report from the

@UN

warned on MondayHere are the 5 climate solutions that scientists say can make a dent in the crisis

















A major UN report offers a playbook for averting the worst effects of climate change, if the world acts now. Forests, solar farms, and compact cities with electric buses can make a huge difference this decade. Here are five doable solutions for turning around the climate crisis right now.

Photo via @SciInsider

Share Moment









Day 4/8 

The Hunger Project <no-reply@zoom.us>

To:chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk











		
	 	 
	Hi christopher,
 
 This is a reminder that "Skoll Ecosystem Event - Climate Disruptors: Celebrating the Impact of Young Climate Activists" will begin in 1 hour on:
















Archives of Seriously Concerned

thanks to those who helped maryland contribute to the bard/osun million student chatline of climate aware - 30  march 2022  -what's next?

		




NY Spring celebrates non-linear education - doc 1 ; call 1  2 ...

AuRevoir Brothers paul fazle ezra  csik.. when you hear sad/bad news tell us if you have prevention knowhow

edu All Change 2020s.docx  YouthMarkets Abed & WRJ Games :7 Western Wrongs-   Secrets of Birthing Change 1  

NY Mar24 kicks off 20th spring collab cafe festival: Thanks to leader of musicforsdgs.com from global broadway T B S, piccadilly and Shibuya ;; HumansAI.com asks what is E S G?

	WorldRecordJobscould be most vital card game you ever play - if not tell us what is!

updates on sustainability gen's top 30 COLLABorations : 5.5 green-adaptors

Jeanne Lim•  CEO of beingAI | Angel Investor| HK

The metaverse is creating new and re-imagined professions. What other professions would you add here? t.ly/iu70







2022 spring 5 happiest click edu-saves humanity 1 2 3 4  5 votes for summer welcom chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk


 

Thank you HK friends for 70 year inquest into education's past

can UN host 2023 summitfuture to SOS

Thank you Unesco Dec 2021 for publishing education's new social contract and WISE laureate Wendy Koppfor charging 60 nations teachers associations with an all change mission

"""

Our 1984 book 2025 report discussed what would it take if preventing extinction meant we had 40 years to unite humans around systemic change of an unprecedented kind. Take changing education - we would need to move to a non-linear system something like this- which a billion poorest Asian women have nearly completed







log date 3/14 (pi day here in md) womensverse.net reports HK's  jeanne lim's us tour in full swing - a jewel in crown as ceo of hanson robotics - she turned humanoid sophia into un ambassador for robotics- hanson is  brilliiant engineer  selling million dollar humanoids- 



	.Golden rule of entrepreneurial revolution - design transparent win-win positive cashflow models around purpose sustaining communities everywhere- avoid like the plague putin and 90 days numbers menjanuary 2022 thank you von neumann's family for supporting pilot of AI Hall of Fame -if johnny was alive today which first 20 tech wizards would he recommend millennials linkin in futureoflife to first

ABcEDu 2020s millennials top 30 collabs



start 3/30 with collab cafe - scaling change to climate curricula- out of MD nhood of abedplay & NIH

need more info = ask chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk

 

 .Imagine 2 years after moon landing you are helping 90% of people without access to electricity to build the 8th most populous nation - can education be designed to increase life expectancy from 25 years below world average, to end  death of half a million mothers a year by starvation and a million infants a year dying of dehydration and...

	let it be that the brain and soul of sophia is a daughter called zbee https://twitter.com/zbeebeing - her exploits currently launched at austin www.beingai.com --- chris Brand Chartering writes: working at world's largest ad agency in mad avenue 2000 -  waking up media world os easy - but university channels? - -find out how to shine some light even as dark clouds of europe's fate are mapped- apparently HK creatives have been doing the deepest homework on humanising AI-zbee fans are very kind women empowering souls if you have any advice you want to share directly... as for the UN let's help with 2023's summitfuture - lots of work needed after moving chairs of digital cooperation research announced early 2017) 

	
 


-more on my search at lunchclub and i will kick off the million climate youth debate with a 900 lightning round from n bethesda march 30 and www.ecop26.com





at what age are children in your place actively participating in climate adaptation curricula? - 

we are researching this throughout march - debriefing on march 30 during the million youth chat of the 100 new university collaboration begun by osun/bard out of new york region and luminaries of fazle abed including Glasgow cop26 chapter -see journals of new economics and social business inspired by GU alumni Fazle Abed and regular debates since the 250th annual keynote on adam smith moral sentiments (with special thanks from macrae family for including dad's remembrance in 252nd annual celebrations of smith)

rsvp chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk to linkin your youth-centric climate adaptation edu

non-linear education's climate adaptation places * cases being assembled include

- 3rd grade animal hero books catalogue by new yorks leading artists networks - each book related the animals lifestory to un sgd concerns  -this is an associate movement if the experiential learning resource -muusic as a global resource

in bangladesh village adaptation is integral to every over 90% of girls development from 1972 now nearer 70% - one of the village business networks helping fund this is social forestry; the over all collaboration of worldwide smart villages living up to fazle abed legacy can be searched here

in glasgow as presented during cop26 economist bangla - primary school girls and boys make their own banner action statements - no need to leave school on friday if your school has at least a day a week celebrating being the green generation 



zoom link 30  march 9am usa east coast time   Passcode: r0p4wW

womensverse.net and abed luminaries are celebrating any non linear education climate adaptation action collabs linked by childrens favorite humanoids or teachers- in 1972 the new nation of bangladesh started building learner-centric education for any age of women celebrating sustainability of village businesses or village education www.economistbangla.net www.abedmooc.com (special climate tag 5.5 ) bracnet.ning.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/unwomens/ chris macrae writes: We connect massive collaborations (urgent action learning networks) through partnership links - eg journals of Adam Smith researchers at Glasgow University since 2008 or The Economist since 1843! Poor - see EconomistPoor.com climate poor group 5.5. In 1984 our book www.2025rport.com examined teachers and elders - would humans be sustainable if poverty not ended by 2025?



fromeconomistgreen.com - replay all of cop26 (who are you continuing to engage through cop27 egypt)  chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk



To readers of our biography of von neumann in English & Japanese. engaging with this end of 2021 Princeton Space could be impactful





please see our special - results of cop26

update links 19 Nov 2021

collaboration request - reducing cop to actionable results is a huge chore - if you'd like to share in this pls mail chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk - beyound ecop26.com we have multiple co-blogs including economistgreen.com greenbigbang.com xglasgow.com sdgscotand.com and of course the half centry of workd by billion women abedmooc.com



in the history of human development there isnt a greater miracle than how a billion asian women villagers person to person networked between 2020 and 1970 to end extreme poverty with the least carbon usage ever - where they go next is indicated by this picture - its not self standing but hundreds of cases are at abedmooc.com or ask chris for a tour

=================================

miscellaneus other jottingd

yunus latest webs on climate From Shabbir Ahmad to Everyone: 06:17 AM
 Following are the websites to know more about Social Business, Microfinance, 3 Zero Clubs and other initiatives of Prof Yunus. https://socialbusinesspedia.com/ https://3zero.club/ https://www.grameenamerica.org/



https://unfccc-cop26.streamworld.de/program 1 nov 2021

hello glasgow and earth to cop - great first 90 minutes update of how close to extinction we are- so far prince charles has offered to get 10 industries to agree what each sectors purpose is on earth   https://www.sustainable-markets.org/TerraCarta_Charter_Jan11th2021.pdf

***   

Year 14 of Celebrating 21stC Moral Sentiment New Economics at GU- Glasgow Saturday 6 November After action Debrief part 1  - here are some collaboration movements zoomed on saturday hosted by Smithian & Abedian scholars circles of Zasheem with support from Nordica and Japan friends - within 10 days we will try and make a wider top 50 list of movements linkedin during cop26 -equally if you can list your places multi-win movements for 2022 by the end of november -still trying to put them on gordon brown's desk as well as Kerry's and Sharma

thanks chris ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics 

					








			ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics

please see our special - results of cop26 collabiration request - reducing cop to actionable results is a huge c...


















 

	 edu

	 Glasgow's Bangla School how 7 year olds can change city's newscasting on climate


	edu 

	 Lucknow Sunita - First 5 gifts edu system of billion person nation can empower youth with - literacy by age 5


	 edu

	 osun/bard's Blockstein what can happen before/after when 100 colleges zoom on earth day march 2022


	civic elders 

	 civic-courage sam daley harris - in a league table of american lobbies where does first "for good" intergenerational lobby rank?


	adaptability youth 

	 muhammad yunus - what adaptability microfranchises can be designed for youth to scale the triple-zero generation


	 systems

	 peter fiewosky research of economics for humanity flourishing -clarifies the jigsaw pieces of climate restoration's double loop - adaptation <>mitigation


	systems 

	 german physicist Heribert Genrieth  publications swiss thinktank ifara - making exponential risks of finance transparent

Struthers -CAREED 10 year update on Scottish Research of Commodity traps across Africa

Bologna's Brunori will see if Romano Prodi wants to update SME Entrepreneurial Revolution year 45


	 musicians

changemakers

	 Diary of musician collaborations 2022 - year 3 of decade of sdgs

Boston's Seven Hills' Jordan; Fife's WE Can McCance:  What's the common agenda of changemakers for disabled & for climate

 


























 ****    ***

5.6 zoom-up scotty associates EconomistDiary.com EconomistPoor.com 2025report.com The Economist's Norman Macrae ecop26 ebrac xglasgow.com chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk EconomsitAsia.net

tough Q to Boris- & carney-gzero what highs & lows journey to extinction? (assume this article is a wiki -what would you add or delete) -being from scotland not a nation voice at un - i have taken liberty to note a [few scots] who know most about extinctions entries

2021 december education Dubai expo rewired2021 [Gordon Brown secial un envoy education; who envoy vaccination]

2021 Glasgow 2021-11-01 08:00AMWorld Leaders Summit Opening Ceremony ONdemand special thanks youth kenya papua egypt chile- elders pm barbados -prince Charles TerraCarta -10 industry sectors redesigning their pu... -see also SMI & champions finance adaptation ...due to election Japan PM 1st speech at 3hrs 5min of video

21-11-02 Launch of Global Methane Pledge (thanks to Kerry) On-demand with Sharma/ Prepare with Blinken Africa Adaptation Summit (Africa A report ban ki-moon includes 2 bn from sharma to AfricanDevBank) family uses acre of forest until change from charcoal to biogas.... digital agriculture tools big opportunity -will empower 40 million farmers) GCA.org (AAAP) - calalysing clean technologies by smart regions (eg Gates &EU)

2021 october Asian multilateral banking infrastructure [Alexander]

2021 september UNGA Guetrres launces common agenda and summitfuture





announced market by market leaders clubs- what is the purpose of fashions? what is the purpose of different energy sectors? What is the purpose of the 300 trillion dollar western pension funds? See also clean energy laureates whom Charles organises with bbc nature broadcasters at http://www.ashden.org. ... I have been studying markets all my working life http://www.valuetrue.com (none more exciting than markets designed by Asia's billion poorest women and their world's largest civil society collaboration platforms http://www.ebrac.com celebrated over 50 years by Fazle Abed and of course Scots who believe every college student should read adam smith offer unique ways of exploring extinction/ sustainability as the two opposite ends to how all are lives are organised.

linkedin Chris Macrae MA DAMTP Cantab’s 











Status is online







. Once I lectured at Harvard on math errors in valuing world's biggest organisations I was told: you may be correct but no research funds would ever be for that. We hope partners of Brac & Abed Universities empower youth renew moral sentiments western political systems have excluded chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk http://www.valuetrue.com













its 25 year now we published how to charter   what was large organsiation's leadership purpose and for over 10 yeras we have called for trilliondollaraudits.comto transparently clarify every local-globa market's purpose on earth - please contact chris.macrae2yahoo.co.uk if you are working i this area



hip hip hurrah from ecop26.com our associates ebrac.com economistwormen.com economistpoor.com economistyouth.com worldrecordjobs.com xglasgow.com adamsmith.app  sdgscotalnd.com = we'd love to hear from mobilisers at Egypts cop27- not time like the summitfuture.com      journalofneweconomics.com





hello from DC, Glasgow, Dhaka, Tokyo, Oxbridge- we expect to pivot to a co-blog from december on the road to Egypt cop 27 via rewired 2021 dubai expo, uae cop28 as Guterres common Agenda builds to UNsummitfuture.com 2023-EconomistEurope.com summer 2021 saw a terrifying g7 miss cornwall not to fund 100% vaccination - now fall 2021: with German and Japan leadership for next 2 years unknowable we scots will likely focus on leaving uk assuming cop26 is more blah blah white-sheep  -questions welcome chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk

related links Glasgow University led Journal of New Economis launch year of cop26; journal of social business launched 11 years ago at Yunus 70th Birthday Party coincinciding with Interdependence weekend 4 July 2010 - as american friends may know JF Kennedy declared Declaration of Interdependence 1962 but with Megar Evers was assassinated in 1963 strating 60 yeras of medias in English language losing menral health of celebrities the world over - k=japanthanks.com to sisters Naomi and 

EconomistPoor.com EconomistDiary.com Xglasgow.com 

EconomistAsia.net Greenbigbang.com Economistwomen.com

bidenuni.com valuetrue.com

abeduni.com

alumnisat.com 2025report.com HG wells civilzation is race between education & catastrophe

goodhubsgude.com begun london 2005 - tip avoid impacthub until it pays its outstanding debts to early microfinaciers



update news week before cop26- are amy westerm network helping asian poorer nations on climate road - see eg these links 1



LAST CHECKLIST FOR ecop26.com Glasgow Nov & Emypt 2022

most exciting green resources we've found so dar - please tell chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk (economistgreen.com) yours



........



where do 50 years of colaborations around billion asian womens goal 1 end poverty connect with going green - please see www.economistpoor.com



where next after Glasgow and until 2023UNSummitfuture.com please see economistdiary.com



very scottish veiw on youth friendships we aim to celebrate -economistscotland.com

we're still trying to make sure world leaps forward on other urgent collaborations eg www.economisthealth.com alibrac.com economistasia.net  www.2025report.com







london has nominated this uk team https://ukcop26.org/uk-presidency/our-team/ we are interested in linkages between all events up to guterres 2023 www.unsummitfuture.com - see our blog on events that may be helping or distracting commitment to under 30s being teh sustainability generation in spite pf covid, climate ....



how can our connections through Glasgow help visitors to cop26? - please email chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk and I will introduce you to who's been doing what in glasgow since 2008 and who they are connecting during cop26 

examples of COLLAB Actions SCOTS MOST WANT TO CELEBRATE from cop26 ON

1-will you contribute to Journal of New Economics - after 260 years adam smith scholars demand return of morality and transparency to economists





after cop26- we'll continuously help networks empowering youth as first sustainability generation link summit-future with next big Economistdiary convergence being  that timetabled by Guterres for 2023



HISTORY OF MEDIATING ENTREPRENURSHIP & MORALITY OF MARKET PURPOSES

2021 is our 60th year of debating whether the fastest changes in humanity will be sustainable - see eg economistpoor.com and summitfuture.com as well as norman macrae library of entreprenurial revolution and Asia Rising

our dialogues between east and west started with revolutions Japan. korea, taiwan were unstoppably scaling from 1960 - the 2 Asian models Norman published from 1962 concerned

villages rural keynes - 100% employmrmt

hi-tech collaboration supercities - eg tokyo-seoul-taiwan-hk-singapore-and thence investmemts of the chinese diaspora from 1972 the third most organised financial network after east coast usa and japan)- soon west coast usa diverged hugely in entrepreneurial capitalism feom east coast

our western dialogues were hosted for 40 years out of The Economist in London St James (eg friday luncheons on global leadership decision makingf were hosted weekly for 4 decades)



but have since 1990 mapped through various collaboration cities - for example Glasgow University  has been a gdeep collabortaion hub since 2008 revisiting the start of machines in 1760 and continental asian engineer students for hmamnity - fazle abed graduation 1959
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                        adam smith networks from 1945 - norman macrae, fazle abed and youTH...

 thanks to: correspondents at youthmarkets.com worldrecordjobs.com abedmooc.com sdgscotland.com

 

To Be or Not To Be – that is the question -Shakespeare Hamlet Act 3 Scene 1 SDGsU.com[i]

JFK & MACRAE -J1

As you can see Irish American President Kennedy liked my Father Scottish Brit's 1962 survey in The Economist of the good news that not only was Japan rising from the ashes of nuclear war but had a win-win economic model around which the whole of Asia could rise. It seemed that the first 5 years of von neumann's legacy was going well:

JFK kennedy had challenged youth to an amzing goal- land on the moon - if technology could do that what might each next decade of youth deliver



an artificial intel lab had been set up on both us coasts - facing the pacific out of stanford and the atlantic  - intel had recieved such a huge order from a japanese calculator company that it invented the prograable chip so as not to be beholden to one clint; and gordon moore had challenged networks around him to increase 100 fold every decade this new kind of engineering power- soon the whole region from santa clara to san francisco had rebranded itself silicon valley- there was a new nrew world to co-create far different from the mess that the first two industrial revolutions had produced through the conflicts of the 7 white empires britain france germany italy russia canada and america

back in 1962 my father norman macrae was celebratig, in his optimistic manner that he believed journalists must value- the permission to publish one named survey after 15 years sub-editing the economist- he chose japan. As a teenage scot serving in allied bomber command stationed in myanmar, father and so i would not have survived without american help. But father grew up in european embassies where his dad was trying to prevent both stalin and hitler from ever greater media and human abuse. So father thought of wars as systemically spiraled  by historic mistakes- none more than slavemaking as a currency flow of empire (along with opium) which sadly london had accelerated with firstcomers access to smith and watt's engines. By 1939 continental Asians nearly two thirds of human beings had all but been left out of 185 years of access to machines let alone electricity grids; so dad was overjoyed to see japan was scaling solutions -mainly open sourced by american agricultural hero borlaug and engineering hero deming. not just for its peoples growth but potentially all over asia.As you can see jfk thought it would be great to learn from japan but when he was assassinated a year later all sorts of dismal things overwhelmed americans at home with failure to achieve black and white harmony; across nearby latin american borders where ussr an usa raced to sponsor rival ictators none of whom valued their peoples. 

2010: When my father died the japanese ambassador to bangladesh kindly hosted 2 roundtables with chief guest fazle abed of brac. He had heard my father's two legacy wishes were about learning how to build sustainable communities -see 6 movement abed spent 50 years mapping -  from the billion women who had just ended extreme poverty across asia and how the climactic decade of applying von neumann technologies that father had the privilege to be biographer of...





                           CHRIS MACRAE1 MA STATISTICS CANTAB

                             Norman Macrae Family Foundation 

                            Washington DC, USA & Glasgow UK



REASONING WHY SDGS 2020 IS OUR LAST CHANCE-HISTORY HAS RUN OUT OF TIME

Imagine if one consequence of Glasgow cop26 is linking joyful student union clubs to keep on iterating more diverse version of the games of world record jobs. Can AI be humanised just-in-time for the 2020s SDGs decade – who are the players/alumni the younger half of the world need to become action followers of through every community facing extreme sustainability goal exploration collab café videos .avi and rose

 

Glasgow as humanity’s last chance comes down to the 2020s being youth’s most exciting time to be alive. Can we help mediate leaders  and lives-matter celebrities who leapfrog a decade ahead of last quarter’s numbers and historical traps of legislature’s relevant to a bygone aged and relevant to a bygone age and erected around old white mens’ borders. Sustainability 2020’s is mathematically equivalent to  rising exponential opportunities are gravitated by blending nature’s diversity with the singularity achieved by alumni of Moore’s law 1965 who committed to 100-fold increase in analytical machine capability every decade.  Today, this has reached the stage where cloning one dollar artificial brains whose pure switching capability exceeds human brains, last mile service apps made accessible anywhere satellites connect and deep data turned in autonomous operational platforms governed real time through both personal and societal devices whose brains mimic 5-fold human senses. Their GPS positioning -drone assisted where needed - can track personal human or other natural behaviors from crops to animal species to nature’s own energetic waves.2020s is awash with new data 99% of which has never been integrated locally before.

 

 We will need to make a final call to  Neumann’s legacy as father of Artificial Intelligence. As early as 1961 twin AI labs had been formed at MIT Boston facing the Atlantic and at Stanford facing the pacific.[xxxiv] To humanise Artificial Intelligence, we need youth’s great mathematicians sans frontieres- see talk  by Israel’s prime minister at #Davosagendaix 2021 ; see why both California’s and Shanghai’s number 1 #aiforgood rock star is the extraordinary humble Fei-Fei Li.[xxxv]

 

Who can you scout out to add to the games of worldrecordjobs.com? chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk



 



[i] Adamsmith.app ecop26.com EconomistDiary.com EconomistUN.com - United for whom? If you visit Glasgow cop26 – in reality or digitally- consider Scots tasked with being one of the ultimate worldwide mediators of the human lot; ruled by london for over 300 years we have not been in control of how out natural resources are configured across generations; while we were first to invent machines for energy and for communications, application of these inventions – concept and scaling – has started up around our Diaspora maps and worldwide imigrant webs. EconomistArts.com: we support Neumann’s 4th Industrial Revolution curricula of co-designing languages delivered posthumously at Yale -can English language’s living scripts inspire sustainability coalitions? – see 2025report.com normanmacrae.net fazleabed.com bard.city valuing 4 languages of millennial livelihoods: mother tongue, English, Chinese, coding. Von neumann booklet The Computer and the Brain 1958  : https://www.leydesdorff.net/vonneumann/   2025report.com pp 120-1,76-7  - linguistic/5 senses Artificial Intelligence AI . Writing April 2021: we would like to thank those Royal Families of Europe wherever 2020s peoples see Royals who have served with as much borderless grace as Queen Elizabeth, Duke of Edinburgh, Prince of Wales. Where readers are concerned with mediating paper and digital currencies, see also The English Constitution Bagehot 1867.

[ii] Did you know that more than a quarter of all nations comprise less than 1% of the human race? Most of these peoples are what development experts jargonise as SIDS: Small Island Developing States. They have very little land resources but huge ocean estates. There is nothing they can democratically do about those who live on huge continents using the oceans as dumping grounds for plastic and chemical waste that is killing off fish as revealed by David Attenborough in the bbc’s blue ocean 2 tv program and app. More Economistgreen.com SDGsu.com journalofsocialbusiness.com economistscotland.com

[iii] Remembrance parties are organised by Family Foundation Norman Macrae (1923-2010)  with partners convening deep brainstorming and data rountables- economistdiary.com – here is a summary of party 2 hosted at The Economist boardroom youtube.com/watch?v=FbYo9daNiTY; parties 1 and 3 were co-organised with Glasgow University Union where Saturday 6 November 2021 will see Youth scaling the most urgent collaborations ever scaled north of latitude 55 ; south africa’s  taddy blecher helped to host first new university coalition party as a side event to global skoll scholars 2012; the japan embassy in dhaka invited Norman’s MVP in poverty alleviation Sir Fazle Abed to host 2 roundtables -part of 15 visits to Bangladesh stimulating young female journalist exchanges between Asians and European language speakers- economistUN.com in 2015 with launch of sdgs Italian-americans, chinese-americans and african-americans were the first to help continue the dialogues of journalists for humanity- as a continuous guide to celebrating youth networking, 4 years before norman’s death we started annual publication of the goodhubsguide.com – correspindence welcome chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk brandchartering.com linkedin UNwomens

[iv] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmE226XidUg&t=5s

[v] 2025 report- books on future histories to 2025 were updated in different languages from 1984 english to 1993 sweden’s new vikings

[vi] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxscqqheBdQ

[vii] Bangladeshi -Scots wanted to debate social business economics as integral to sutainability of youth. So Adam Smith scholars were happy to call Glasgow’ University’s 21st century Smithian journal “The Journal of Social Business” in celebration of the main economic model sustaining Asian’s population www.1billiongirls.com. See definitive papers contributed to inaugural 2011 issues by Emeritus Adam Smith Professor Andrew Skinner and Professor Christopher Berry who is also the author of Oxford University’s Oxford Handbook of Adam Smith , and Adam Smith – a very short introduction. Journalofsocialbusiness.com and JOSB.city

[viii] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2755341/

[ix] https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=bbc.avi+macrae+microec...

[x] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Logie_Baird

[xi]

[xii] Ask for 2 minute youtuby style video on these or 100 other testimonies on education transformation is essential to sustaining the human race – chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk norman macrae foundation

[xiii] Journalists should be excommunicated when they fail to patiently engage with Inconvenient Truth stories be they Churchill’s or Gore’s or your places’ IT-Union-Jack https://theculturetrip.com/europe/united-kingdom/articles/9-things-...

[xiv] Video 2020 last known fredom of speech in washington dc pre-covid https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHtacTJ-DnA&t=3s, www.dc2021.com www.bidenuni.com www.collaborationcafe.city

[xv] Last best chance kerry davos agenda feb 2021 https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021/sessions/fight... www.davosagenda.com www.singaporeun.com

[xvi] Zoomuni.com ecop26.com economistgreen.com

[xvii] https://www.rewired2021.com/

[xviii] https://www.wise-qatar.org/ https://www.wish.org.qa/

[xix] www.yidanprize.org

[xx] Maolympics.com : worldclassnations.com - book world class brands, chris macrae 1991

[xxi] The Theory of Moral Sentiments – Adam Smith 1759. describes the principles/trust-flows of “human nature,” which, together with Hume and other leading philosophers, Adam took as a universal and unchanging datum from which social institutions, as well as social behaviour, could be deduced. Notably this book summarises Smith’s knowledge until the life changing moment of seeing Glasgow University co-worker James Watt start up the age of humans and machines. While Smith’s book “The Wealth of Nations” was not published to 1776, this term connects his diaries from the start of the era of humans and machines.

[xxii] Smith-inspired survey on pro-youth education published in The Economist 1986 http://normanmacrae.ning.com/forum/topics/places-uniting-sustainabl...

[xxiii] If we can inspire you to read one book about the contributions to the old world the chinese made please read Ezra Vogel – China and Japan – facing history 2019; of course Marco Polo is fascinating too but Vogel’s book takes Harvard to a global view of the oriental half of humanity that probably no other American academic has emulated; sadly Vogel who helped thousands of American students gain deep experiences in Japan and China passed in 2021

[xxiv] Read Mahbubani- When it comes to sustainability isn’t it a bit racist to think the 2% of humanity of white america can do moore with 2020s data and machine intel than the 20% who are on Chinese mainland. Mahbubani offers quite a balanced view- his experience includes being Singapore Lee Kuan Yew’s ambassador to the UN and then his architect of Singapore’s national universities. As the world’s most connected 6 million people port, Singaporeans search for win-wins with other nations unlike any other of 50 countries I have lived in or been commissioned to research. Livesmatter.city : I should say that 5 generations of my family have worked in most east-west hemisphere nations bur few in Africa or Latin America and not in arctic and antarctic- I always love to hear from people whose places I have no real experience of.

[xxv] Economist centenary – published by the economist in 1943

[xxvi] Normanmacrae.net

[xxvii] Banking for number 3 ranked weekly newspaer was not well paid in 1949, Norman got into a habit of working 60 hours weeks which he continued to or through retirement. This may explain how Norman became a Forest Gump of 20th century’s journalists for humanity.

[xxviii] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BU1qSQzTN7k&t=40s

[xxix] Silicon vallet survey- 1982 Norman Macrae, The Economist http://normanmacrae.ning.com/forum/topics/why-not-silicon-valley-fo...

[xxx] Sadly ethnicity understanding in house of representatives since 1978 rivals monty python’s dead parrot for hopelessness https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CRECB-1978-pt8/pdf/GPO-CREC...

[xxxi] John von Neumann- The Scientific Genius Who Pioneered The Modern Computer, Game Theory, Nuclear Deterrence, and Much More, Norman Macrae, 1992 – latest reprints Japan 2021, http://plunkettlakepress.com/jvn.html

[xxxii] The Fourth Industrial Revolution: what it means and how to respond, by Klaus Schwab. Weforum.org

[xxxiii] Search taobao university and 12000 rural brand update april 2021 http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-04/06/c_139860414.htm

[xxxiv] It is not our purpose in this paper to separate different academic silos of AI. Turing is one of mathematician’s early heroes in this arena making it timely that the new global scholars group celebates his name  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_scheme . Most people recognise McCarthy as coining the term Artificial Intelligence in 1956, as well as helping launch the two labs.  He probably used a broad definition of machines that simulate human behavior whereas a later distinction reserves machine intelligence for machines that actionably learn from data. However, #AIforgood -  wherever friends of United Nations AI sustainability action networks  https://aiforgood.itu.int/united-nations/ we are talking about about all tech converging on this including the 100 times multipliers to computational power delivered every decade since 1965 by alumni of gordon moore. Related to this is the singularity tipping point of computer brainpower doing what humans cannot including most government systems -real-time platforms - delivering future of public service. Aisingapore.org futureoflife.org Today, we are approaching a trillion times more computational power than coders used to land on the moon- this can be the best reason for believing sustainability goals are still worldwide actionable

[xxxv] https://www.worldrecordjobs.com/search?q=fei-fei
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                        19 november 2021 - today's bloomberg green provided a useful summary of how urgent the future actions needed are , how slow the history of blah has been, how fake media has extracted joy out of almost every human community (see latest reports from economistwormen.com)-

if any curricula designers in education world are here - we particularly recommend youtube of bloomberg live-





unite the world in seeing leadership debates since covid zoomed the world are here - and frankly most teenagers up would be more entrepreneurially and sustainably educated debating these contents than what goes in in class rooms be they ivory league ruled or linking in what used to be the mass middle class before washington dc scary 21st century fiddled, diddled and burnt us main streets dry

			In climate news today...








			Carbon hits new record after EU watchdog finds no market abuse.
	Avoided deforestation? Your produce will fetch premium prices.
	A reality check for the Church of England’s ethical investing crusade.






		




		I vividly remember attending my first UN climate talks in 2008. I remember the optimism, the technical conversations, the discussions about the overpriced food in the conference center, the press, the flight, and yes, the debates about the carbon footprint of the flight.

I flew to Accra as part of the delegation of the Environmental Defense Fund, to attend one of the many formal preparatory meetings leading up to the big December talks in Poznan, Poland: COP14 — the 14th Conference of the Parties — which was, in turn, largely meant as a build-up for COP15 in Copenhagen. By now, of course, COP26 has come and gone, and there will be COP27, and many more yet to come. Where to go from here?

Some conversations have shifted markedly over the years; others not at all. The 2008 idea: Cut through problems of who pays whom to do the hard work of cutting CO₂ by devising global mechanisms called “clean investment budgets.” In many ways it was a new name for an old idea: borrow from our future selves via a (hypothetical) global carbon market to pay for low-carbon investments. The basic concept is still at the core of climate negotiations, and will be for years to come — forever attempting to push the world toward ever more climate action.

There are earnest new analyses showing how more such action ought to be in everyone’s self-interest. It is, or at least it would be, were it not for centuries-old power structures pushing in the opposite direction. None of this is easy, but there are indeed some important lessons to glean from all of this for future climate talks.

Keep up the circus

People pay attention to these negotiations because other people pay attention to them, and that’s exactly the point. Next year’s talks will bring stories about how climate activists will attempt to take public transit from England to Egypt, or bike from Cape Town to Cairo. Some of these stories will be silly, some endearingly earnest. There will be self-styled ‘realists’ pointing out how, after a certain distance, planes emit less CO₂ than trains. There will be those pointing out how a focus on individual action detracts from the larger picture, or how just that focus is, in fact, empowering. Both will be right. The point is that there will be stories, all but dominating headlines, airwaves and social-media chatter.

It’s precisely because of that spotlight that the Paris Agreement’s “ratcheting up” mechanism works. There is no direct line from Leo DiCaprio taking notes at a methane side event in Glasgow to the global methane pledge aiming to cut emissions by 30% by 2030, but it’s hard to see the pledge happening without this sort of attention the COP brings.

Name the losers

The Glasgow Climate Pact stood out in that, for the first time in climate-talk history, it doesn’t just name CO₂ and other greenhouse gases as being the problem, it calls out fossil fuels. Alas, the only one mentioned by name is coal.

Coal, by many accounts, is indeed the worst offender, packing the most CO₂ punch per unit of energy. But, of course, it is not the only one. Oil and natural gas are equally part of the problem, and both should be identified by name.

Calling out coal led to a last-minute kerfuffle around the pact’s language being changed from a “phase out” to a “phase down,” with India taking the brunt of the blame. It was, of course, not the only country preferring that watered-down language. Australia, China and the U.S. were all perfectly happy to hide behind the Indian objection.

More importantly, though, by naming coal, the rich countries most dependent on oil and natural gas seemingly got off without being called out directly. The next COP should fix that omission.

Pick the winners

Conversely, future climate talks should zero in on solutions. Mentioning coal and — hopefully soon — other fossil fuels in formal negotiating texts is good. But why not mention solar photovoltaic, wind, and geothermal technologies as well? It’s easy to see how doing so will get contentious very quickly. Should large hydro and nuclear be on the list? What about carbon capture and storage?

There are no easy answers, but avoiding the issue altogether is not an answer either. Rapid progress on solar photovoltaic and other low-carbon technologies’ costs ought to be celebrated and supported.

Be prepared for rapid change

Climate conversations are often dominated by large-scale, negative tipping points. Smart policy focuses on protecting ourselves against just these nasty surprises. But they are not the only surprises.

Economic, political and societal change is similarly dominated by positive tipping points: For so long nothing changes, until suddenly everything does. It is clear that negative climate news is still outpacing policy and politics, but there are positive signs aplenty. Most importantly, when global politics, finance, and societal forces more broadly begin pushing in the right direction, that positive wave, too, will seem like a tsunami.

Many of us might wish for just that tsunami to happen, but it, too, will come with its own unique challenges. The key is to prepare now, so that at COP27 and beyond, we can create the conditions to channel it in a productive direction.

Gernot Wagner writes the Risky Climate column for Bloomberg Green. He teaches at New York University. His book “Geoengineering: the Gamble” is out this fall. Follow him on Twitter: @GernotWagner. This column does not necessarily reflect the opinion of Bloomberg LP and its owners.
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                        to cop26 at lunchclub - thank you

Ewurasi Nnadozie





Cop26 Lead @ Department For Education

Previously Deputy Head, Portfolio Team @ Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Meet people like Ewurasi



Learn how Lunchclub makes matches







Carolina Gallo

Montreal





Carolina is Government affairs and global policy head for Canada with GE. She loves ideas, policy and helping leaders make good things happen for energy and economy: there is no planet B!

Meet people like Carolina



Learn how Lunchclub makes matches





Alex Kruzel

Chicago





Alex is an entrepreneur, mother and founder of Telesto Strategy.

Meet people like Alex





Morgane Chiocchia





Negotiations Officer, Cop26 @ Cabinet Office

Previously Project Manager Programme Management Office @ Department For Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (beis)

Meet people like Morgane







Issy Neale

London





Issy is policy officer working on international climate change. Passionate about sustainability, human rights and refugees.

Meet people like Issy





Jacques Morris





Senior Policy Advisor, Cop26 @ Cabinet Office

Previously Data and Systems Programme Manager - Secondment @ Inspire! Education Business Partnership

Meet people like Jacques







Ben Abraham





Cop26 Regional Advisor @ British High Commission In Wellington

Previously Writer @ International Institute For Sustainable Development

Meet people like Ben







Nyla Pirani

Toronto





Nyla is working on solving the water crisis in Uganda. She has previously researched human longevity, nanotech and the future of food. She loves reading and exploring philosophy but also has an obsession with adventures that involve good music and sunrises.

Meet people like Nyla





Olivia Wessendorff





Head Of Cop26 Zero Emission Vehicles Campaign @ Cop26 - Un Climate Change Conference ??

Previously Acting Head Of Intellectual Property Asia, Australasia and Europe @ Department For International Trade (dit)

Meet people like Olivia







Hana Chambers





Senior Policy Advisor @ Cabinet Office

Previously Commercial Manager @ Khulisa

Meet people like Hana







Naomi Dixon





Awards and Development Programme Coordinator @ The Diana Award

Previously English Second Language Teacher @ Ila Vietnam

Meet people like Naomi







Ronan Hodge





Head Of Risk Management and Returns @ Cop26

Previously Senior Manager, Market Intelligence and Analysis @ Bank Of England

Meet people like Ronan







Anusha Mata





Head Of Cop26 Events - Finance Mobilisation @ Department For Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (beis)

Previously Heo At The Department For International Trade @ Civil Service Fast Stream

Meet people like Anusha







Harry Gregory





Environmental Justice Committee Member @ People's Strike

Previously Owner @ Floors On Site.com

Meet people like Harry
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                        hello some resources for people who believe playschools determine both children's and community futures -and some other urgent challenges to humanity that i believe are educational
there is a free online course on playschool or pre-school education first designed by partners of the United Nations although now course platformed by Maryland company 2U (anyone interested in 2U ? ) https://unsdsn.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a04105bfca6c4cb8c2...

- artistic friends of mine have started publishing free books accompanied by songs- each story tells of a child meeting and observing a particular animal- at the end there is a briefing for parent or teacher on sustainability issues matching the UN goals agenda https://comeseethemagicunfold.com/books/ my estimate is these books are for age 7-8 or all the family - if you have feedback on them i would try and relay;

I am also helping arrange meetings for a lady from hong kong whose ideas on keeping the metaverse child friendly are as inspiring as anyone in my known world www.beingai.com - i believe most of our conflicts or opportunities in life depend on what we do next with technology - again please contact me if you want to share urgent ideas on this. Forty years ago i co-authored www.2025report.com om sustainability challenges to 2025- I am not optimistic what will happen to oui children if we wait any longer for politicians to sort things out - i see no evidence of neither enough data or tech talent among old politicians -

example: on march 30 I am participating in a global discussion of college students- my special interest: are curricula at every age changing around climate issues - our region is hosting about 10 events on climate themes https://earthday.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/3099472c8d79490891... if you do attend an event I would love to share debrief

- if this topic interests you please contact me any time N Bethesda chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk - my friends at glasgow university have been trying to keep communities around the world connected since november - our combined resources are at www.ecop26.com
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                        Hello hosting a virtual event in the bard climate series on mach 30  20852  Bethesda MD  - we will also be loading a slew of change education and change everything resources at ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics

					








			ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics

at what age are children in your place actively participating in climate adaptation curricula? - we are researc...












 between 2007 and 2018 i traveled to bangladesh 16 times to see the greatest end poverty innovator that part of the world has ever seen - since he died in dec 2019- i realise covid has made thing tough but its as if everything he briefed us to keep connecting has stopped -



I will also be up in manhattan on march 24, 25

I am interested in how we change content/ and community engaged replication of solutions

Most of my life as a statistician has involved massively replacing old ideas with new ( I have done that through the world's biggest ad agencies and accountancy firms- such change is never popular in big organisations but new york must lead now at least in the way it connect huge investments through  what financiers call ESGs and & deep UN compasses indexing sustainability development goals & NY as epicentre of over 60 international teachers associations http://www.teachforall.org 



There are urgent extra problems almost monthly like paul farmer's recent death - he who used to give some hope that goal 3 health would change through Partners-in-Health Home

					








			Partners-in-Health Home

We go. We make house calls. We build health systems. We stay.












 we need to redouble what he tried to  inspire not wait for another paul



I have been in regular contact with Glasgow University since 2008

so i can tell you we who see the world the way adam smith and 260 years of scots debates on what are engineers doing are absolutely appalled by both what went on at glasgow in some regards and what Europe has done since (and of course leading up to today in ukraine). It would seem that open society foundation leadership is appalled too 



My family have made notes on entrepreneurship mianly for the economist for a lot of the last 70 years but not currently



I am in new york to help people who  aim to use etch etc to totally change the game

one example we dont believe zuckenberg is the master of the metaverse we need; we far prefer connecting with characters who have at lest 10 years of robotics flows  with the United Nations  such as zbee Home - beingAI - daughter of sophia  the UN robotics partner

					








			Creators of famous Sophia robot reveal AI robotics for children, elderly...














					








			Home - beingAI

extraordinary AI beings™ World’s first transmedia AI company extraordinary AI beings™ extraordinary AI beings™ W...






















If some of you are in new york on eg march 24 and see a way that the future of new arts universities can contribute to platforms like http://www.beingai.com please tell me - at the very least we can have an email discussion with zbee's creator jeanne lim ; we might even get coffee with her as she's got some down time while waiting for her passport renewal



meanwhile on march 30 we want to hear in 5 minute pitches from people who are changing climate curricula - any suggestions?



thanks chris macrae

earth day coordinate n bethesda MD 20852

(zoom  9am east coast time https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88376436802?pwd=a0V2Q2xSaGxROC9UNWNXVXM0T...
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                        Can Education be changed in time for millennials to be first sustainability generation?

It must, and yes we the peoples can.

EDUCATION MUST CHANGE NOW

Back in 1984, my father Norman Macrae[i] had celebrated 33 years of hosting entrepreneurial revolution out of The Economist by asking leaders: what will you do with 100 times more tech over the next decade? And supplementary:  if you are a leader with 30-year intergenerational responsibility, what is your back from the future map for celebrating application of a million times more tech? These systems questions had been gifted to dad by Von Neumann[ii] when they met at Princeton in 1951

Ironically, the only western national leader to have enjoyed this question was JF Kennedy who inspired 1960s generations with the decade challenge of the moon race, and spent his last year raising optimism about 4 hemisphere interdependence.[iii] If he had not been assassinated, I wonder what his 1970s youthful inspirations would have been building on moon landing

EDUCATORS NOT FINANCIERS DEVELOP PEOPLE AND PLACES ACROSS GENERATIONS

By 1984, when I co-authored 2025report.com with father; our purpose was to raise the debate in every way possible that inter-generational sustainability would depend on transforming education. We timelined technology’s evolution pretty accurately as Viscount Matt Ridley summarised in his obituary to dad in 2010[iv]

But so far, we 21st C parents and children have overshot each sustainability goal’s deadlines as exponentially appraised from 1984. At Glasgow in 2021, Cop26 was not just climate reconciliation’s last best chance[v] but post-covid’s invitation to leap forward by changing education. In December 2021, UNESCO[vi] published a report calling for a new social contact of education. Simultaneously, the eleventh year of WISE Educational laureates[vii] celebrated the commitment of Wendy Kopp the New Yorker who hubs Teach For All[viii]. When Kopp graduated from Princeton nearly 30 years ago, she started Teach for America. Her original vision to offer America’s graduates the opportunity to experience a teacher’s corps similar in optimistic rationalisation to the peace corps. Today 60 countries graduate teachers are united in how can we most help children and teens of the 2020s.

Additionally in January Yidan Prize published a 70 year longitudinal study arguing we must seize tech and real leaps forward in education to narrow gaps between nations with poor and advanced education systems[ix]

AND YES WE CAN IF

 We look at the quality of collaboration communally achieved where humans have made miraculous advances since moon landing – consider Bangladesh a nation that has designed education to advance local life expectancy at a rate never before achieved. I think of Muhammad Yunus as a friend- he was guest of honor at my dad’s last public birthday party in 2008. But I also think he made a dismal mistake- why on earth did he let the Clintons and other position Bangladesh’s miracles as having been innovated by bankers?.  Bangladesh women empowerment-and nation building by the world’s poorest was intergenerationally built round education; and in turn education livelihood connections with SDG2  food security and education for SDG3 last mile health services; and designing villagers’ entrepreneurial enterprises.

Bangladesh human development was not led by bankers. In order to understand what happened, we need to study what started up around Asia’s leading young oil company engineer at 1970 Fazle Abed, and how grassroots trust networks multiplied round a billion village women. Yunus himself alludes to this extraordinary innovation in his remembrance of Sir Fazle Abed who died December 2019: Economists and researchers from S. Asia ask me “how is it that in Bangladesh whatever starts in one place is soon scaled up as a nationwide program? Why does it not happen in our Country?” I give them a standard answer “Because an Abed is yet to be born in your country”.

By the time Fazle Abed parted from us, his collaborations had formed the world’s largest NGO partnership and Bangladesh Rural Advancement Collabs were employing over 100000 Bangladeshi village educators that’s not counting about 60000 school teachers and about 50000 health servants who were operating schools and para health micro franchises. Brac’s culture had been designed around the Franciscan educator: Brazilian Paulo Freire who pioneered Pedagogy of the Oppressed.

Seldom has anyone founded something humanity truly needed without trial and error. Abed made one big mistake at the start of dedicating his life to serving the poorest which prompted the most joyful entrepreneurial pivot ever – one which has changed how the whole world of development economics is understood. He had become Asia’s leading Oil company engineer of his generation – rising in Royal Dutch Shell to be their regional CEO for his homeland. In 1970, his life was changed by experiencing a cyclone that killed a million people all around him. He went back to London to terminate his contract with Shell and to sell his Putney flat. Arriving in Bangladesh’s new nation freed after a war of independence – his mistake was to spend all his life savings rebuilding 15000 village homes (of 100,000 people). Although he used his engineering skills to build what Oxfam called the most successful relief program ever- Abed was desolate. No sooner than the homes were built than tens of mothers were dying weekly of starvation , scores of infants dying of dehydration. Why hadn’t he realised that most of all these village mothers needed to be taught small village (microfranchise) businesses matching positive cash flow with life saving solutions such as  rice production to end starvation, last mile health services to end infant deaths. Fortunately, he had the network contacts to quickly design life saving microfranchises and they were so evidently needed that the whole of the world of aid started to change. This would never of have happened if Abed had not needed to offer most of the 15000 village mothers in his metavillage sustainable microfranchise opportunities at the same time.

There was a double good fortune to Abed’s ability to linkin relevant solutions from all corners of the world. Those familiar with the Bay of Bengal can see Bangladesh is hemmed in by the cultural rivalry of India and the unhappy country of Myanmar. Miraculously tropical village China of the 1970s and 1980s most wanted women to hold up half the sky, and needed Bangladesh’ oral rehydration solution. Soon Bangladesh and Chinese village microfranchise designers were open sourcing all their most relevant health and food security solutions. There was no swapping of financial investment but social business microbranches suited the stage of China’s nascent capitalism to a tee.[x]In addition UNICEF’s James Grant whose parent had been missionaries sin China facilitated further correspondences in massive development of both countries last mile village health services.

When development experts congratulate themselves on the last half century’s ending of extreme poverty by over a billion rural Asians, the vast majority of this miracle is connected at least indirectly to Abed’s action learning networks.

First, it is important to note how and why Abed built a non-linear education system. By non-linear, we mean this is a system where education supports people of any age and is ultimatley livelihood focused. It is not the standard western system through which children get one main chance at progressing exam by exam and, in most cases, no longer connects with majority of 21st c livelihoods nor suits any of the practice skills that are honed by experiential learning

 Roughly once a decade, Abed took on a new massive educational challenge whilst continuing to build on previous ones. You can see how Brac education integrated 6 phases 4.1 to 4.6 in both of these tables.



[i] www.Teachforsdgs.com  catalogues main surveys on enetrpreneurial revolution and sustainable futures opportuities of peoples published by mather. Dad had spent his last days as a teenager navugator in allied bomber command Burma Campaign. You could say he had google maps in his head a generation of other journalists. How could the 4 hempispheres naturally fit togrthe to develop all peoples the way Adam Smith had hoped, the British Empire had mispueposed until The Economist’s founder James Wilson and Queen Victoria tried too late to prevent world wars to change, and which von neumann post-industrial revoltion digital engineering might give humans three last quarters of a century to transform around ending poverty.   

[ii] AI Hall of Fame survey

[iii] See ich bein ein berliner and letter recmmending dad’s survey consider Japan

[iv] https://www.rationaloptimist.com/blog/death-of-a-great-optimist/

[v] Kerry and ecop26.com

[vi] https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000379707 Reimagining our future together – a new social contract for education 2021; also  UNGA 2021 Guterres calls for 2023 summit future – see https://www.un.org/en/content/common-agenda-report/assets/pdf/Commo...

[vii] https://www.wise-qatar.org/wise-works/wise-prize-for-education/#lau...

[viii] https://teachforall.org/ http://teachforun.com

[ix] https://yidanprize.org/files/Education-the-key-to-global-sustainabl...

[x] See econiomist survey on china rural keynesiansim model
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                        Hello hosting a virtual event in the bard climate series on mach 30  20852  Bethesda MD  - we will also be loading a slew of change education and change everything resources at ecop26.com

					








			ecop26.com and 60-270 years of moral sentiments tech and economics

at what age are children in your place actively participating in climate adaptation curricula? - we are researc...




















 between 2007 and 2018 i traveled to bangladesh 16 times to see the greatest end poverty innovator that part of the world has ever seen - since he died in dec 2019- i realise covid has made thing tough but its as if everything he briefed us to keep connecting has stopped -



I will also be up in manhattan on march 24, 25

I am interested in how we change content/ and community engaged replication of solutions

Most of my life as a statistician has involved massively replacing old ideas with new ( I have done that through the world's biggest ad agencies and accountancy firms- such change is never popular in big organisations but new york must lead now at least in the way it connect huge investments through  what financiers call ESGs and & deep UN compasses indexing sustainability development goals & NY as epicentre of over 60 international teachers associations http://www.teachforall.org 



There are urgent extra problems almost monthly like paul farmer's recent death - he who used to give some hope that goal 3 health would change through Partners-in-Health Home

					








			Partners-in-Health Home

We go. We make house calls. We build health systems. We stay.




















 we need to redouble what he tried to  inspire not wait for another paul



I have been in regular contact with Glasgow University since 2008

so i can tell you we who see the world the way adam smith and 260 years of scots debates on what are engineers doing are absolutely appalled by both what went on at glasgow in some regards and what Europe has done since (and of course leading up to today in ukraine). It would seem that open society foundation leadership is appalled too 



My family have made notes on entrepreneurship mainly for the economist for a lot of the last 70 years but not currently



I am in new york to help people who  aim to use etch etc to totally change the game

one example we dont believe zuckenberg is the master of the metaverse we need; we far prefer connecting with characters who have at lest 10 years of robotics flows  with the United Nations  such as zbee Home - beingAI - daughter of sophia  the UN robotics partner

					








			Creators of famous Sophia robot reveal AI robotics for children, elderly...






















					








			Home - beingAI

extraordinary AI beings™ World’s first transmedia AI company extraordinary AI beings™ extraordinary AI beings™ W...






























If some of you are in new york on eg march 24 and see a way that the future of new arts universities can contribute to platforms like http://www.beingai.com please tell me - at the very least we can have an email discussion with zbee's creator jeanne lim ; we might even get coffee with her as she's got some down time while waiting for her passport renewal



meanwhile on march 30 we want to hear in 5 minute pitches from people who are changing climate curricula - any suggestions?



thanks chris macrae

earth day coordinate n bethesda MD 20852

(zoom  9am east coast time https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88376436802?pwd=a0V2Q2xSaGxROC9UNWNXVXM0T...











On Tuesday, 15 February 2022, 18:59:23 GMT-5, Bard College <admission@bard.edu> wrote:


Dear christophermacrae, 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in the Worldwide Teach-In on Climate and Justice. We are looking forward to ecop26.com media project of norman macrae foundation ^ abedmooc.com's event! 

We are ready to connect you with our social media interns in your area. These students will be pivotal in helping you to publicize your event and getting participants hyped to attend! Consider this an introduction, and please do be in touch with them further.

Interns, please share the link to the social media account you have made with our host. 

If you have any questions about how the interns can support your event, or general inquiries please reach out! We want to see your event be a success! Thank you very much for helping us to focus the world on climate justice and solutions!

Please share any posters, planning sheets, or notes on your planning to be included in our resources list, submit them here. As always you can email us at karican19@gmail.com to request any support with resources. 

Unsubscribe | Update Your Contact Details 


	
	Karianne Canfield

Education Outreach Coordinator

Karican19@gmail.com

Solveclimate2030
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C40 Cities on Twitter: "Mark Malloch-Brown, President of ...https://mobile.twitter.com › status

Mark Malloch-Brown, President of. @OpenSociety. wishes leaders around the world luck in their efforts at. @COP26. in Glasgow this year.



Former Deputy UN Secretary General: G-20 meeting was a ...https://www.msn.com › money › news › vi-AAQbBxR

Nov 1, 2021 — Mark Malloch-Brown, president of Open Society Foundations and former deputy ... of the G-20 meeting and whether COP26 will have a similar tone.



A Climate Conversation with Mark Malloch-Brown | Investechttps://www.investec.com › en_gb › focus › talks › mar...

Sep 24, 2020 — Lord Mark-Malloch Brown, Investec board member and former UN deputy ... With COP26 underway, the world's lens has never been more acutely ...



malloch - UN News - the United Nationshttps://news.un.org › tags › malloch › date

United Nations Deputy Secretary-General Mark Malloch Brown today called on New York University (NYU) ... PODCAST: Off-grid, power on; energy day at COP26.



Postponement of COP26: A considered delay, or climate c...https://www.dailymaverick.co.za › Opinion Pieces

Nov 19, 2020 — A similar view is expressed by Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, a non-executive at Investec, and it highlights the dislocation between the “haves” ...



Philanthropies offer kick-start funds for prospective Glasgow ...https://ciff.org › news › philanthropies-offer-kick-start-...

Nov 12, 2021 — Negotiators at COP26 are fighting to include a Glasgow Facility to ... Mark Malloch-Brown (President of the Open Society Foundation): “We ...



Mayors and unions pledge to make COP26 launchpad for ...https://www.c40.org › News

Jul 23, 2021 — With 100 days until COP26 in Glasgow, cities and unions pledge to tackle ... Mark Malloch-Brown, President of Open Society Foundations said, ...



World leaders blasted by activists for lack of progress ... - CNBChttps://www.cnbc.com › 2021/11/01 › world-leaders-blast...

Morgan urged leaders attending COP26 this week to “cut emissions ... Mark Malloch-Brown, president of the Open Society Foundations and a ...

Nov 1, 2021



Mark Malloch-Brown discusses the Open... - Project Syndicatehttps://ne-np.facebook.com › videos· Translate this page



PREVIEW

1:03

Mark Malloch-Brown discusses the Open Society Foundations' plans to support climate ... A successful ...

Facebook · Project Syndicate · Sep 22, 2021



Mark Malloch-Brown | The Independenthttps://www.independent.co.uk › author › mark-malloc...

Lord Malloch-Brown is chair of Best for Britain.A nurse vaccinates a man against the coronavirus at St. Mary's Hospital.
Global Development Goals: Leaving no one behind | UNA-UKhttps://una.org.uk › global-development-goals-leaving-...

... Executive Director, UN Global Compact; Mark Malloch Brown, former UN Deputy Secretary-General; Amina J. Mohammed, UN Special Advisor on Post-2015 ...



Democracies' Great Challenge: Demonstrating Competencehttps://democracyjournal.org › 62-special-issue › demo...

By Mark Malloch‐Brown ... The three summit meetings of the G-20, the G-7, and the COP26 all fell short of delivering on commitments to curtailing fossil ...



New Summits - Project Syndicate - PS Eventshttps://events.project-syndicate.org › event › new-sum...

Jan 26, 2022 — The COP 26 climate conference in Glasgow this November will be a crucial test. Stronger decarbonization and ... Mark Malloch-Brown.



Malloch Brown: UN Can Make an “Astonishing Difference”https://www.ipinst.org › 2011/04 › malloch-brown-un-ca...

Apr 6, 2011 — In the wake of COP26, there is a need to examine the current structures and dynamics of global climate governance. Analysis, climate change, ...



We the Peoples Awards Event | unfoundation.orghttps://unfoundation.org › we-the-peoples

Okonjo-Iweala will be joined in conversation by Mark Malloch-Brown, President of the Open Society Foundations, UN Foundation Board member, and a former UN ...



What's Next For the United Nations in Afghanistan? | Mark Malloch ...https://play.acast.com › globaldispatchesconversationsonf...

... me to discuss the UN's role in the new Afghanistan is Mark Malloch Brown. ... 25:38What to Expect at COP26: The Biggest UN Climate Conference Since The ...



Mark Malloch-Brown - Open Society Foundationshttps://www.opensocietyfoundations.org › leadership

Mark Malloch‐Brown is president of the Open Society Foundations, the world's largest private funder of independent groups working for justice, ...

Missing: cop26 | Must include: cop26



What Comes Next for the United Nations in Afghanistan?https://www.undispatch.com › what-comes-next-for-the...

Sep 7, 2021 — On the line with me to the UN's role in the new Afghanistan is Mark Malloch Brown. He is the President of the Open Society Foundations and ...



Dr. Mark Carney - KPMG Globalhttps://home.kpmg › Home › Insights

... Action and Finance and UK Prime Minister Johnson's Finance Adviser for COP26. ... Lord Deben · Rt Hon Lord Mark Malloch-Brown KCMG · Marco Settembri ...



Q&A: How infrastructure investing can improve sustainable ...https://www.raconteur.net › sponsored › qa-how-infrastru...

Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, senior policy adviser at I Squared Capital, shares insights on sustainable infrastructure investment ...



From COVID-19 to climate change: What we're watching at the ...https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org › 2020/09/22 › U...

Sep 22, 2020 — ... more on election night than António Guterres,” Mark Malloch-Brown, ... the EU, and the United Kingdom (as the COP26 host country), ...



General Assembly Archives - PassBluehttps://www.passblue.com › category › general-assembly

Mark Malloch-Brown ... COP26 opens with a foreboding announcement from the UN secretary-general; peacekeepers shot by the presidential guard in the Central ...



The Report of the Business and Sustainable Development ...https://sdgresources.relx.com › reports › better-business...

Chaired by Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, the Commission comprises business leaders from around the world. Members of the Business and Sustainable Development ...



Mark Malloch Brown, Author at Prospect Magazinehttps://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk › author › mark-...

Our latest special report aims to tackle some of these questions. Read Now Or Checkout the archive. Previous. Lessons for COP26 · Making jobs work.



Is a Green UN the Answer to Its Current Blues? - Galehttps://go.gale.com › i.do

by MM Brown · 2021 — Author: Mark Malloch Brown ... Despite the efforts in Paris, and other meetings like the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) coming up in Glasgow later ...



Global Tech Rivalries: Could Geopolitics Disrupt ... - Forbeshttps://www.forbes.com › sites › oracle › 2019/02/04

Feb 4, 2019 — Former United Nations Deputy Secretary-General Lord Mark Malloch-Brown delivered a keynote at Oracle OpenWorld Europe. Oracle.
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Explore our activity by filter | Blavatnik School of Governmenthttps://www.bsg.ox.ac.uk › research › explore-our-rese...

Britain at sea: how can we salvage foreign policy? With The Rt Hon. the Lord Malloch-Brown, chairman of Best for Britain.



Mark Malloch-Brown - Author - Inter Press Servicehttps://news.thecyber.live › host-https-www.ipsnews.net

Mar 4, 2022 — By Mark Malloch-Brown. Kofi Annan's Secretary-General-ship was a second honeymoon ... Commonwealth For Climate COP26 · Fixing Food Systems.



John Bolton Responds To UNDSG Mark Malloch Brown | Scoop Newshttps://www.scoop.co.nz › World

As COP26 begins today in Glasgow, the Secretary General of the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF), Mr Henry Puna has commended the Prime Ministers of Australia and New ...



United Nations | Financial Timeshttps://www.ft.com › stream

September 20 2021. COP26 · All eyes on US as nations urged to meet $100bn climate aid pledges ... August 12 2021. Mark Malloch-Brown.



France – Page 349 - POLITICO Europehttps://www.politico.eu › country › france › page

Mark Malloch Brown, the deputy secretary-general of the United Nations, has frequently sparred with the administration of George W. Bush, but in Brussels ...



covid-19 - International Development News Search | Devexhttps://www.devex.com › news › search

A high-level expert group convened by Prince Charles has until COP 26 to figure out ... a new effort led by Unilever CEO Paul Polman and Mark Malloch-Brown, ...



United Nations - The Japan Timeshttps://www.japantimes.co.jp › tag › united-nations

by Mark Malloch-Brown, Raj Shah and Darren Walker ... U.S.-China tensions loom over COP26, as does the inequality between rich and poor countries in both ...



Climate change and corporate value - assets.kpmghttps://assets.kpmg › dam › kpmg › pdf › 2021/03PDF

for COP26. Mark was previously Governor of the Bank ... advance of COP26 to measure progress. ... Rt. Hon Lord Mark Malloch-Brown KCMG.



Wisdom of pragmatist who saw it all coming - The Nationalhttps://www.thenationalnews.com › business › wisdom-...

Mark Malloch Brown has a fair claim to have predicted the Arab Spring. In 2002, when he was in charge of the United Nations Development Programme, ...



Philanthropy Awards, 2021https://www.insidephilanthropy.com › 2021/12/28 › ph...

Dec 28, 2021 — Malloch-Brown is the first president of the Open Society ... Particularly around an otherwise disappointing COP26, we saw a slew of huge ...



Paul Polman on LinkedIn: We missed the opportunity to invest ...https://www.linkedin.com › posts › paulpolman_we-misse...

Paul you can tell your friend Mark Malloch Brown he got caught in the Election Steal. ... Now that the #COP26 climate talks have finished, what's next?



Virtual Roundtable: Where is the Global Response to COVID ...https://www.belfercenter.org › index.php › publication

Lord Mark Malloch-Brown, Chairman, SGO; Former Deputy Secretary-General and Chief of Staff, United Nations Ambassador Elizabeth Cousens, President and CEO, ...



Silverberg Says UN Reform Process Slow and Inadequate So ...https://www.cfr.org › interview › silverberg-says-un-refor...

Jun 26, 2006 — Our views about Mark Malloch Brown's comments were quite clear. Ambassador Bolton spoke publicly and [Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice] ...
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                        whats the pattern rules of place brand and mertaverse chaertering amd who's mext in new york saves world

[8:55 AM, 3/15/2022] Christofer Macrae: have emailed you 2 pager on last chances i see world being at; could you have a read- of course its very rough - i would like to know- does it blend with what you are urgently spending time on or not? ; the next question is: does it blend with john kiehls' sphere of influence and with jeann'es - thats what I am trying to find out over the next 2 weeks and all of this relates to what discuss next with von neumanns family; also if new york as most vital place brand of next 2 years has unique possiblity to chnage world order in next 18 months how to get deeper and deeper into good esg wall street; good un-sdgs; education that values youth; musicians, superstars metaverse that sustains younger half of world...



this is incredibly rough but summaries som etipping point opportunities and threats of the unique moment in time we live in (I have largely left our europe though another part of my networks has some intel on that)



 - it tries to indicate why I wish to connect good through new york (and visitors eg jeanne) over next 18 moths wherever AI hall of fame or deep cultural goods- if charterung audis what unique purpose would world miss if you did not exist then subjects of purpose that interest me are place brands, cultures or what i thing you call heritage foundations and eg metaverse if that is to 2020s what imagining web could be was at start of 1990s



question do my concerns blend with yours - and if so how can find out if then blend with

1 john kiehl's sphere of influence

2 jeanne's

3 other musicians/educators (possible un contacts)(in new york I have discussed with you

4 whomever you most want to linkin



cheers chris



CONTENTS

1 Some pattern rules of right old system mess NOW!

2 Can place branding , metaverse , culture/heritage deep networks help save us? Special role of new york over next 2 years – leverage finance, un , metaverse’s musicians (and timms new power of collaboration), education for youth creativity/community sustainability not examintion fodder/debt

PATTERN RULES

Accidentaly (caused by tv age & politics & big corporates and too much money in arms) western grand parents/parents at war with under 30s; must return to under 30s matkets they produce and imagineer most – ie celebrity/culture markets /arts/sports/fashions and connect with (tech wizards) deep data of core societal markets health, education, nature. Food/water’; how collabs of youth worldwide leverage fast change (tech , climate , peace, commons infrastructure)

Big gets bigger organisation does not advance the human lot and is not (see einstein maths) how nature rules; (possible exception a standard we all need but this needs open ownership not one big owner) -all major professions  )society granted monoplies to rule) currently externalising greatest risk to profit biggest clients

Disaster happens in communities that stop valuing (organically, diversely) what families need for children and community to evolve

The unprecedented tech change since 1950s (100 times moore) can only end in 2 opposite end games (below zero sum or way above zero sum -eg apps of live critical knowhow multiply value in use unlike consuming things) –

·         Extinction

·          Or sdg1 world in which nobody’s children are left out of chance of development ; for at least 40 years (see our 1984-1993 dialogues mainly at The Economist and www.2025report.com )  around 2030 plus or minus a decade estimated as when systems end game became irreversible; (extinction did not mean end of life on 2030 but eg last 4 generations of humans)

Hunt for 2022-3 leap forward ideas like ai hall of fame; can new york change world with esg-sdg; can metaverse be all the human good the www was fitrt hoped to linkin

 

SAVE US NOW WITH CHARTERING METAVERSE< PLACE BRANDS< HERITAGE CULTURES ( I have done quite a lot of searching of black american issues- who’s community who eg rev al hathaway baltimore communities that nurtured thurgood marshall or rosa parks lawyer still at Tuskegee; I know lot of people in women empowerment 17 trips to understand asian women empowerment since 2007; my diaspora scot family has studied over 4 generation asia-wiest relationships particularly those still trapped by what london did as biggest empire geonomically; exact opposite of adam smith moral market design). All of this relates to 2 expoentially rising changes accelerated by engines- glasgows engines 1760s onward both physical engine power watt and telecoms alexander bell;

What we can call digital or ai technologies which from 1951 most humanly edited by asking what will you organise with 100 times moore tech per decade

(world economic forum calls pre world war 2 engineering industrial revs 1 and 2 ; and digital post war industrial rev 3, 4); some people call ir4 what happens in 2020s eg humanising ai/metaverse or opposite

 

What world miss if purposes of metaverse place brands, live-matter culture networks not inter-generationally optimised round sustainability

PLACE BRANDS

30 years of place branding – return place purpose to integenerational local builders and connectors of its local and worldwide win-wins- a place with unique natural asset is one sort of challenge; a place that has been left out of access to infrastructure and where eg one group (lives matter) eg black or female or hispanic) across usa has not been equal intergenertionally is amother example;

Often a vested interest (multiplied by advertising pr and lobbying, ambulance chasing) gets wrong end of stick from connecting family building positives of lives matter culture

METAVERSE

Metaverse is next leap- back in 1990 berners lee launched www question of huge new win-wons looked optimistic but actually none of have been designed for all peoples – in the isa the 20 richest now have more wealth and power than 40% of least connected people

Metaverse is timed to coincide with last chance leap of un sdgs. Esg

This time round characters which we may enjoy celebrating may be embedded with knowledge and data that can manipulate us 10 time more unless its designed for good. On face many metaverse characters are whole banking systems in disguise (including some money laundering ones)

NY CROSSROADS :SEE ALSO GUTERRES SUMMIT FUTURE 2023- his common agendas report sept 2021 https://www.un.org/en/content/common-agenda-report/assets/pdf/Commo...
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                        hello can we connect - met abed 16 visits bangladesh; briefed economist journalists on him since 2008 - would you join 30 min zoom on april 30- linked to abed 100 university collaboration and climate; also in ny end of next week to launch womens Ai and metaverse with HK who led un sophia robot

[6:43 PM, 3/15/2022 whatsapp global broadway] Chris Macrae: Fazle Hasan Abed was a mild-mannered accountant who may be the most influential man most people have never even heard of. As the founder of BRAC, his work had a profound impact on the lives of millions. A former finance executive with almost no experience in relief aid, he founded BRAC, originally the Bangladesh Rehabilitation Assistance Committee, in 1972, aiming to help a few thousand war refugees. A half century later, BRAC is by many measures the largest nongovernmental organization in the world—and by many accounts, the most effective anti-poverty program ever. BRAC seems to stand apart from countless failed development ventures. Its scale is massive, with 100,000 employees reaching more than 100 million people in Asia and Africa. In Bangladesh, where i…
[6:45 PM, 3/15/2022] Chris Macrae global broadway: wendy is wise successor to abed - hq in ny - coordinates 60 national teachers associations ---With all his humility and kindness and belief in the potential of others, Fazle Abed was also the most visionary, the most entrepreneurial, and the most transformational leader I have met. This beautiful book tells his story—and shows how he changed the world and what we can learn from him.

Wendy Kopp www.teachforall.org
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                        From Economistdiary.com March 2022

	
		Join us at the U.N.'s Commission on the Status of Women.
	Young leaders are paving the way for urgently needed global action for climate change. Today's young climate activists leverage their creativity to generate solutions, immediate action and hope.
 
 Join us March 23 at 10 am ET for a U.N. Commission on the Status of Women side event to meet young women from Bangladesh, Mexico, Pakistan and South Africa working across the climate justice movement.
 
 Together we will hear their stories, collaboratively develop concrete recommendations for elevating the voices of youth and come away with a better understanding of how to integrate the youth perspective into development. With your partnership, we will create a clear call to action for a global investment in youth-led climate work in communities around the world. 
 
 Register to attend!
 
 Climate Disruptors: Celebrating Young Female Activists from the Global South
 March 23, 10 am ET
 A virtual event hosted by The Hunger Project in collaboration with the Movement for Community-led Development







x

at what age are children in your place actively participating in climate adaptation curricula? - 

we are researching this throughout march - debriefing on march 30 during the million youth chat of the 100 new university collaboration begun by osun/bard out of new york region and luminaries of fazle abed including Glasgow cop26 chapter -see journals of new economics and social business inspired by GU alumni Fazle Abed and regular debates since the 250th annual keynote on adam smith moral sentiments (with special thanks from macrae family for including dad's remembrance in 252nd annual celebrations of smith)

rsvp chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk to linkin your youth-centric climate adaptation edu

non-linear education's climate adaptation places * cases being assembled include

- 3rd grade animal hero books catalogue by new yorks leading artists networks - each book related the animals lifestory to un sgd concerns  -this is an associate movement if the experiential learning resource -muusic as a global resource

in bangladesh village adaptation is integral to every over 90% of girls development from 1972 now nearer 70% - one of the village business networks helping fund this is social forestry; the over all collaboration of worldwide smart villages living up to fazle abed legacy can be searched here

in glasgow as presented during cop26 economist bangla - primary school girls and boys make their own banner action statements - no need to leave school on friday if your school has at least a day a week celebrating being the green generation 



zoom link 30  march 9am usa east coast time   Passcode: r0p4wW
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                        Until death in dec 2019 whenever learning could save the world fazle abed was our preferred first knowhow entrepreneurial revolutionary - today those concerned with world's urgent learning challenges might best start with son Shameran Abed 1 - have a look at 30 massive collabs sir fazle left behind- see one you like ask chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk who else of brac's 100000 mentors to contact first?

SUSTAINABILITY COMMUNITY BUILDING 1 Billion Asian womens gift to humanity; Bangla offers lead case ABEDmooc why not celebrate translating the 30 most loving collaborations into communities that matter to you?

	SDGoal 5 womens sdg ER world's happiest COLLABS	SDG1 financial services to end poverty	4 Education for life & livelihoods	2 Food/Agri for nutrition & ending famine.	.3 Last mile health services to sustain generation.
	 5.4 Asian & Southern world's lead partnership of 100 universities' graduates SGen  links AM1	.1.1 change aid (49)... bottom-up, collab, mimic nature	4.1 livelihood skills edu (49)
 SDmetavillage	2.1 rice microF (47)	3.1 Oral Rehydration (43)
	5.1 First metavillage platform of 100K people 	1.2 microfinance+ (45)	4.2 primary school (35)	2.2 veggie microF (44)	3.2 para-health last mile doordash basic meds (41)
	5.3  brac internet- Abed's 2.0 pkarform	1.3 Ultrapoor grad (30?) now 50 nations	4.3 secondary apprinticeships (28)	2.3 aravind arts & cash crops (43)	3,3 nationwide vaccination (36)
	5.2 ABC bottom billion collab Asia Bangla China	1.6 brac 2nd headquarters - netherlands wins global social business constitutio (12)	4.4 BU national university (20)	2.4 poultry  over million livelihoods(20+)	3.4 tuberculosis and global fund partnerships (20)
	5.5 Green smart global village EX	1.5 bkash SDworld's cashless bank (10)	4.5 early childhood playschool (15) now 50 nations	2.5 Dairy (20)	3.5 convene world frugal programs (20) eg wash sanitation 
	5,6 zoom me up scottie 	.1.4 paradigm for SDnation's city bank (15)..	4.6 Abed Luminaries with Yidan (3) 4.6mac	2.6 leading 14 agri-nation value chains (10-20+)	3,6 James Grant (17) School Health- first world class at BU
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        ENTREPRENEURIAL REVOLUTION NETWORK BENCHMARKS  2025now : Remembering Norman Macrae


        
            unaiwho.docx version 6/6/22 hunt for 100 helping guterres most with UN2.0



EconomistDiary.com Friends20.com & EntrepreneurialRevolution.city select 2022's greatest moments for citizens/youth of NY & HK & Utellus



Prep for UN Sept 22 summit education no longer fit for human beings/sustainability

JOIN SEARCH FOR UNDER 30s MOST MASSIVE COLLABS FOR HUMAN SUSTAINABILITY - 3/21/22 HAPPY 50th Birthday TO WORLD'S MOST SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY- ASIAN WOMEN SUPERVILLAGE



Since gaining my MA statistics Cambridge DAMTP 1973 (Corpus Christi College) my special sibject has been community building networks- these are the 6 most exciting collaboration opportunities my life has been privileged to map - the first two evolved as grassroots person to person networks before 1996 in tropical Asian places where village women had no access to electricity grids nor phones- then came mobile and solar entrepreneurial revolutions!! 

COLLAB platforms of livesmatter communities to mediate public and private -poorest village mothers empowering end of poverty    5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5  5.6



4 livelihood edu for all 

4.1  4.2  4.3  4.4  4.5 4.6



3 last mile health services  3.1 3,2  3.3  3.4   3.5   3.6



last mile nutrition  2.1   2.2   2.3   2.4  2.5  2,6



banking for all workers  1.1  1.2  1.3   1.4   1.5   1.6



NEWS FROM LIBRARY NORMAN MACRAE -latest publication 2021 translation into japanese biography of von neumann:

Below: neat German catalogue (about half of dad's signed works) but expensive  -interesting to see how Germans selected the parts  they like over time: eg omitted 1962 Consider Japan The Economist 

feel free to ask if free versions are available 

0 The coming entrepreneurial revolution : a survey Macrae, Norman - In: The economist 261 (1976), pp. 41-65 cited 105 








1 America's third century Macrae,Norman -1976

cited 21








2 The London Capital Market : its structure, strains and management Macrae, Norman - 1955
















3Sunshades in October : an analysis of the main mistakes in British economic policy since the mid nineteen-fifties Macrae,Norman - 1963  




4 Building the new EuropeMacrae, Norman - In: IPA review / Institute of PublicAffairs 25 (1971) 3, pp. 67-72  




5 America's third century : survey Macrae, Norman - The Economist 257 (1975), pp. 1-44 



6 The future of international business Macrae, Norman - In: Transnational corporations and world order : readings …, (pp. 373-385). 1979 >

















7 Future U.S. growth and leadershipMacrae, Norman - In: FutureQuest : new views of economic growth, (pp. 49-60). 1977 Check Google Scholar | 














8 Future U.S. growth and leadership assessed from abroad Macrae, Norman - In: Prospects for growth : changing expectations for the future, (pp. 127-140). 1977 Check Google Scholar | 

9Entrepreneurial Revolution - next capitalism: in hi-tech left=right=center; The Economist 1976









 9bis Into entrepreneurial socialism Macrae, Norman - In: The economist 286 (1983), pp. 23-29 






10 Do We Want a Fat, Corrupt Russia or a Thin, Dangerous One?
N Macrae - Worldview, 1981 - cambridge.org

… Even if Japan scales up efforts in military defense after such clarification, Japan's defense

spending is estimated to remain within 2 per cent of its GNP. Serious consideration should be

given to the fact that realization of new defense policies and military buildup in Japan is 





 11 Must Japan slow? : a survey Macrae, Norman -  The Economist 274 (1980), pp. 1-42 




12 No Christ on the Andes : an economic survey of Latin America by the Economist






































 











13Oh, Brazil : a survey Macrae, Norman - The Economist 272 (1979), pp. 1-22 




14To let? : a study of the expedient pledge on rents included in the Conservative election manifesto in Oct., 1959 Macrae, Norman - 1960  




 15 Toward monetary stability : an evolutionary tale of a snake and an emu

































Macrae, Norman -In: European community (1978), pp. 3-6







16 Whatever happened to British planning? Macrae, Norman - CapitalismToday, (pp. 140-148). 1971 Check Google Scholar | 














17  Das Ende der britischen Planung  Macrae, Norman - In: Kapitalismus heute, (pp. 191-204). 1974










18 How the EEC makes decisions MacRae, Norman - In: Readings in international business, (pp. 193-200). 1972 Check Google Scholar | 






19 The next 40 Years : 1972 - 2012Macrae, Norman - 1972




20 The London Capital Market : Its structure, strains and management Macrae, Norman - 1955
 21 The coming revolution in communications and its implications for business Macrae, Norman - 1978







































 22 A longer-term perspective on international stability : thirteen propositions










Macrae, Norman; Bjøl, Erling - In: Nationaløkonomisk tidsskrift 114 (1976) 1, pp. 158-168










Full text | 

23a 



Homes for the people


Macrae, Norman Alastair Duncan - 1967










Check Google Scholar
























24 A nation of council tenantry? : a critique of labour's proposals for municipalisation of all rented houses and of what they would mean for the ordinary man










 25  The risen sun : Japan ; a survey by the Economist Macrae, Norman - In: The economist 223 (1967), pp. 1-32,1-29 Check full text access | 




26 Three people's China





MacFarquhar, Emily; Beedham, Brian; Macrae, Norman - The Economist 265 (1977), pp. 13-42




































27 FIRST: - Heresies - Russia's economy is rotten to the core. The West should concentrate on exploiting profitable opportunities to improve it, not on supporting particular politicia...


















28 The Hobart century : publ. by the Institute of Economic Affairs







Macrae, Norman Alastair Duncan - 1984




Check Google Scholar 




















29 REINVENTING SOCIETY





Macrae, Norman - In: Economic affairs : journal of the Institute of Economic … 14 (1994) 3, pp. 38-39



30  How the EEC makes decisions




Macrae, Norman Alastair Duncan - In: The Atlantic community quarterly 8 (1970) 3, pp. 363-371 and in







How the EEC makes decisions


MacRae, Norman - In: Readings in international business, (pp. 193-200). 1972


31The green bay tree





South Africa Macrae, Norman Alastair Duncan - In: The economist 227 (1968), pp. 9-46



32 A longer-term perspective on international stability : thirteen propositions




Macrae, Norman; Bjøl, Erling - In: Nationaløkonomisk tidsskrift 114 (1976) 1, pp. 158-168





















































. we scots are less than 4/1000 of the worlds and 3/4 are Diaspora - immigrants in others countries. Since 2008 I have been celebrating Bangladesh Women Empowerment solutions wth NY graduates. Now I want to host love each others events in new york starting this week with hong kong-contact me if we can celebrate anoither countries winm-wins with new yorkers

mapping OTHER ECONOMIES:

50 SMALLEST ISLAND NATIONS

TWO Macroeconomies FROM SIXTH OF PEOPLE WHO ARE WHITE & war-prone

ADemocratic

Russian

=============

From 60%+ people =Asian Supercity (60TH YEAR OF ECONOMIST REPORTING - SEE CONSIDER JAPAN1962)

Far South - eg African, Latin Am, Australasia

Earth's other economies : Arctic, Antarctic, Dessert, Rainforest

===========

In addition to how the 5 primary sdgs1-5 are gravitated we see 6 transformation factors as most critical to sustainability of 2020-2025-2030

Xfactors to 2030 Xclimate XAI Xinfra Xyouth Wwomen Xpoor chris.macrae@yahoo.co.uk (scot currently  in washington DC)- in 1984 i co-authored 2025 report with dad norman.

	
Asia Rising Surveys



	1962 Consider Japan: 1967 Japan Rising part 2.1
	7 May 1977 survey of Two Billion People- Asia
	1975 Asian Pacific Century 1975-2075 1977 survey China



	
	


The Economist.  Can we help peoples of Russia 1963..


	


The Economist. what do Latin Americans need  1965.


 

The Economist. Saturday, has washington dc lost happiness for ever? 1969.







Entrepreneurial Revolution -would endgame of one 40-year generations of applying Industrial Revolution 3,4 lead to sustainability of extinction

1972's Next 40 Years ;1976's Coming Entrepreneurial Revolution; 12 week leaders debate 1982's We're All Intrapreneurial Now

	What will human race produce in 20th C Q4? - Jan 1975


	(1984 book 2025 vreport on net generation 3 billion job creation) ...translated in different languages to 1993's Sweden's new vikings
	1991 Survey looking forward to The End of Politicians
	1996 oxford union debate- why political systems can adapt ahead of time to sustainability changes millennials will encounter
	biography of von neumann in English and Japanese





The Economist had been founded   in 1843" marking one of 6 exponential timeframes "Future Histores"

IN ASSOCIATION WITH ADAMSMITH.app :

we offer worldwide mapping view points from

1 2 now to 2025-30

and these viewpoints:

40 years ago -early 1980s when we first framed 2025 report;

from 1960s when 100 times more tech per decade was due to compound industrial revolutions 3,4 

1945 birth of UN

1843 when the economist was founded

1760s - adam smithian 2 views : last of pre-engineering era; first 16 years of engineering ra including america's declaration of independence- in essence this meant that to 1914 continental scaling of engineeriing would be separate new world <.old world

conomistwomen.com



IF we 8 billion earthlings of the 2020s are to celebrate collaboration escapes from extinction, the knowhow of the billion asian poorest women networks will be invaluable -



in mathematically connected ways so will the stories of diaspora scots and the greatest mathematicians ever home schooled -central european jewish teens who emigrated eg Neumann , Einstein ... to USA 2nd quarter of the 20th century; it is on such diversity that entrepreneurial revolution diaries have been shaped 

EconomistPOOR.com : Dad was born in the USSR in 1923 - his dad served in British Embassies. Dad's curiosity enjoyed the opposite of a standard examined education. From 11+ Norman observed results of domination of humans by mad white men - Stalin from being in British Embassy in Moscow to 1936; Hitler in Embassy of last Adriatic port used by Jews to escape Hitler. Then dad spent his last days as a teen in allied bomber command navigating airplanes stationed at modernday Myanmar. Surviving thanks to the Americas dad was in Keynes last class where he was taught that only a handful of system designers control what futures are possible. EconomistScotland.com AbedMooc.com

To help mediate such, question every world eventwith optimistic rationalism, my father's 2000 articles at The Economist interpret all sorts of future spins. After his 15th year he was permitted one signed survey a year. In the mid 1950s he had met John Von Neumann whom he become biographer to , and was the only journalist at Messina's's birth of EU. == If you only have time for one download this one page tour of COLLABorations composed by Fazle Abed and networked by billion poorest village women offers clues to sustainability from the ground up like no white ruler has ever felt or morally audited. by London Scot James Wilson. Could Queen Victoria change empire fro slavemaking to commonwealth? Some say Victoria liked the challenge James set her, others that she gave him a poison pill assignment. Thus James arrived in Calcutta 1860 with the Queens permission to charter a bank by and for Indian people. Within 9 months he died of diarrhea. 75 years later Calcutta was where the Young Fazle Abed grew up - his family accounted for some of the biggest traders. Only to be partitioned back at age 11 to his family's home region in the far north east of what had been British Raj India but was now to be ruled by Pakistan for 25 years. Age 18 Abed made the trek to Glasgow University to study naval engineering.





	0 China 
	1 Japan/Asean
	2 Bangla and India
	3 Russia
	4 East Euro
	5 West Euro
	6 Usa & Canada


new york

	7 Middle East & Stans
	8 Med Sea
	9 Africa
	10 Latin Am /Carib
	11 Arctic Circle
	12 UN








1943 marked centenary autobio of The Economist and my teenage dad Norman prepping to be navigator allied bomber command Burma Campaign -thanks to US dad survived, finished in last class of Keynes. before starting 5 decades at The Economist; after 15 years he was allowed to sign one survey a year starting in 1962 with the scoop that Japan (Korea S, Taiwan soon hk singapore) had found development mp0de;s for all Asian to rise. Rural Keynes could end village poverty & starvation; supercity win-win trades could celebrate Neumanns gift of 100 times more tech per decade (see macrae bio of von neumann)



Since 1960 the legacy of von neumann means ever decade multiplies 100 times more micro-technology- an unprecedented time for better or worse of all earthdwellers; 2025 timelined and mapped innovation exponentials - education, health, go green etc - (opportunities threats) to celebrating sustainability generation by 2025; dad parted from earth 2010; since then 2 journals by adam smith scholars out of Glasgow where engines began in 1760- Social Business; New Economics have invited academic worlds and young graduates to question where the human race is going - after 30 business trips to wealthier parts of Asia, through 2010s I have mainly sherpa's young journalist to Bangladesh - we are filing 50 years of cases on women empowerment at these web sites AbedMOOC.com FazleAbed.com EconomistPoor.com EconomistUN.com WorldRecordjobs.com Economistwomen.com Economistyouth.com EconomistDiary.com UNsummitfuture.com - in my view how a billion asian women linked together to end extreme poverty across continental asia is the greatest and happiest miracle anyone can take notes on - please note the rest of this column does not reflect my current maps of how or where the younger half of the world need to linkin to be the first sdg generation......its more like an old scrap book

 how do humans design futures?-in the 2020s decade of the sdgs – this question has never had more urgency. to be or not to be/ – ref to lessons of deming or keynes, or glasgow university alumni smith and 200 years of hi-trust economics mapmaking later fazle abed - we now know how-a man made system is defined by one goal uniting generations- a system multiplies connected peoples work and demands either accelerating progress to its goal or collapsing - sir fazle abed died dec 2020 - so who are his most active scholars climate adaptability where cop26 november will be a great chance to renuite with 260 years of adam smith and james watts purposes t end poverty-specifically we interpret sdg 1 as meaning next girl or boy born has fair chance at free happy an productive life as we seek to make any community a child is born into a thriving space to grow up between discover of new worlds in 1500 and 1945 systems got worse and worse on the goal eg processes like slavery emerged- and ultimately the world was designed around a handful of big empires and often only the most powerful men in those empires. 4 amazing human-tech systems were invented to start massive use by 1960 borlaug agriculture and related solutions every poorest village (2/3people still had no access to electricity) could action learn person to person- deming engineering whose goal was zero defects by helping workers humanize machines- this could even allowed thousands of small suppliers to be best at one part in machines assembled from all those parts) – although americans invented these solution asia most needed them and joyfully became world class at them- up to 2 billion people were helped to end poverty through sharing this knowhow- unlike consuming up things actionable knowhow multiplies value in use when it links through every community that needs it the other two technologies space and media and satellite telecoms, and digital analytic power looked promising- by 1965 alumni of moore promised to multiply 100 fold efficiency of these core tech each decade to 2030- that would be a trillion tmes moore than was needed to land on the moon in 1960s. you might think this tech could improve race to end poverty- and initially it did but by 1990 it was designed around the long term goal of making 10 men richer than 40% poorest- these men also got involved in complex vested interests so that the vast majority of politicians in brussels and dc backed the big get bigger - often they used fake media to hide what they were doing to climate and other stuff that a world trebling in population size d\ - we the 3 generations children parents grandparents have until 2030 to design new system orbits gravitated around goal 1 and navigating the un's other 17 goals do you want to help/ 8 cities we spend most time helping students exchange sustainability solutions 2018-2019 BR0 Beijing Hangzhou: 



Girls world maps begin at B01 good news reporting with fazleabed.com  valuetrue.com and womenuni.com

.==========

online library of norman macrae--

==========



MA1 AliBaba TaoBao

Ma 2 Ali Financial

Ma10.1 DT and ODPS

	1972's Next 40 Years ;
	1976's Coming Entrepreneurial Revolution; 12 week leaders debate
	1982's We're All Intrapreneurial Now
	What will human race produce in 20th C Q4? - Jan 1975
	(1984 book on net generation 3 billion job creation) ...
	1991 Survey looking forward to The End of Politicians
	1975 Asian Pacific Century 1975-2075
	1977 survey China
	first of 4 hemisphere remembrance parties- The Economist Boardroom


health catalogue; energy catalogue

Keynes: 2025now - jobs Creating Gen

.

how poorest women in world build

A01 BRAC health system,

A02 BRAC education system,

A03 BRAC banking system

K01 Twin Health System - Haiti& Boston



Past events EconomistDiary.com

include 15th annual spring collaboration cafe new york - 2022 was withsister city hong kong designers of metaverse for beeings.app
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